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Magazine Board

Magazine Board (2017-18)
From the board that has presented with the beautiful piece of parchment ‘Srijna 1819’, this year has again been a fantastic year for the AIT Magazine Board under the
guidance of Dr Seema Tiwari and Prof R B Gurav.
The academic year 2017-18 began with Cultural Aakriti where the board conducted
DICT, i.e., making our own magazine, article writing and Caricature drawing which
confirmed the saying, "Your imagination has no limits". Soon after, the board had the
setting up of the Magboard notice board which is one of the many traditions passed
down in the Magboard since its inception, made on the idea of 'Sciamachy', the board
was like a beautiful dish made with the craziest of the ingredients by cooks who
would have made Remy proud of our take on Ratatouille.
July and August were very happening and to cover all the events and achievements,
the board published the first edition of the newsletter LUMINARY which was the
ideal summary of the lively first two months of the academic session.
The turn of the year brought one of the biggest events in the Magboard, REVERSE.
In its third year, Reverse has become bigger than ever with tons of participations
coming from all over Pune. The event was conducted with the help of the Pune
Poetry Slam and judged by Priyanka Menon. The theme being "Of Freaks and
Fantasies", the event saw very talented poets come and bear their souls with poetry
that touched hearts and minds. During Amethyst, the cultural event of the college, we
conducted Nerdicon- a quiz based on multitudes of fandoms, and a huge hit in the
cultural fest.
February saw the magazine board and DDQ club conduct the first edition of TEDX
AITP. With speakers such as Dr Snober Satarawala, Sukanta Bose and Harish lyer,
the event gained titanic appreciation and ended with the hope that there are many
more editions to come.
With so many events and fests, someone needs to cover all the events, to capture the
incredible joyous moments for us to look back at with a smile, to remind us of the
great times we had. We, the Magboard, feel honoured to take on this esteemed
responsibility. AIT Avenoir has become the digital repository for each and every
event that occurs in this college.

